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Empowering users at all
academic levels, Gale Research
Complete provides subscription
access to the largest package of
primary and secondary sources
available to libraries today.
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GALE
RESEARCH
COMPLETE
Gale’s proprietary databases, award-winning
references, and one-of-a-kind primary
sources come together in a multiyear
subscription model to deliver a truly
unique offering.
Unrivaled in terms of volume,
authoritativeness, and currency, Gale
Research Complete provides subscription
access to the largest package of primary
and secondary sources available to libraries
today. Empowering users at all academic
levels, from the undergraduate student to
the experienced researcher, and covering
nearly every research area and discipline,
Gale Research Complete offers high-quality,
authoritative, and unique content at an
affordable price, to suit the needs of the
academic library budget.
Gale Research Complete enables users to
access millions of pages of primary sources
and e-reference and periodical content
on Gale’s superior platforms, which were
designed to streamline the student and
researcher workflow. The sheer breadth
of the package—combining proprietary
e-reference content from Gale, Journal
Citation Report (JCR)—quality periodicals,
literary criticism, and full-text literary works
as well as rare primary source content from
the vaults of the world’s great libraries—
means that every student and researcher
will find a rich store of relevant information
to enhance their learning and research.

Over 48,000 periodicals, including 4,300+
titles from the JCR Impact Factor science list
Over 13 million pages of historical primary
sources from the 13th to the 21st centuries
Over 3,200 eBook editions (4,000+ volumes),
including award-winning encyclopedias and
directories
Over 2.5 million items of literature criticism
and full-text literary works

MARQUEE DATABASES
•
•
•
•
•

Gale Academic OneFile
Gale General OneFile
Gale In Context
Gale Literature
Gale Business

• Gale Health and
Wellness
• Additional subjectlevel offerings

GALE’S PROPRIETARY PUBLISHING
• Gale Literature
Criticism
• Dictionary of Literary
Biography
• Something About
the Author

• Gale Directory Library
• Select other eBooks
from Gale and its
imprints

ARCHIVES UNBOUND

320+ Unique Subject-Based Primary Source Collections

• Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion
• The Holocaust
• Religion
• Middle Eastern Studies

• Asian Studies
• Political Science
• And more

EMPOWERING STUDENTS
AND RESEARCHERS AT
ALL ACADEMIC LEVELS
Gale Research Complete empowers users at all academic levels,
from the undergraduate student to the experienced researcher.

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT

Gale Academic OneFile
Gale Literature
Gale General OneFile
Gale eBooks
Gale OneFile: News

POSTGRADUATE
STUDENT

Archives Unbound
Gale Academic OneFile
Gale Literature
Gale General OneFile
Gale eBooks
Gale OneFile: News

FACULTY

Gale Academic OneFile
Archives Unbound
Gale Literature

Gale Research Complete answers the multidisciplinary needs of the library and its users.
Subject areas covered by the package:
SUBJECT

RESOURCE

Literature

Gale Literature, Gale Academic OneFile,
Gale OneFile: News, Gale General OneFile, and Gale eBooks

Business and Management Studies

Gale Academic OneFile, Gale Business: Insights,
and Gale eBooks

History and Sociology

Gale eBooks, Archives Unbound, and Gale Literature

Philosophy and Religion

Gale eBooks, Archives Unbound, and Gale Literature

Politics and International Relations

Gale Academic OneFile, Gale OneFile: News,
Archives Unbound, and Gale Literature

Science and Technology

Gale Academic OneFile and Gale eBooks

EMPOWERING THE
STUDENT JOURNEY

FIRST
YEAR

GALE EBOOKS
“I’m trying to break out of the habit
of using Wikipedia all the time.
But so much new information is
coming at me . . . I’m struggling
to keep up. Having a library of
encyclopedias I can trust, and can
cite, has made this so much easier.”

GALE GENERAL
ONEFILE
“I started reading The Economist,
Financial Times, and The Times
without needing a subscription.
I’ve been particularly reading
about the Black Lives Matter
movement. The Economist has
a great article on it.”

SECOND
YEAR

GALE LITERATURE
“I’m doing a module on
the Harlem Renaissance,
and the biographies of key
figures within the scene
in Gale Literature are
really helping ground my
understanding of the time.”

GALE ACADEMIC
ONEFILE
“When given an essay topic,
I use Topic Finder to see
different ways to approach
the topic, and the content
within Gale Academic
OneFile to do my research.”

THIRD
YEAR

GALE PRIMARY SOURCES
“The library already has
some Gale content, and it
cross-searches with Archives
Unbound. It’s fascinating seeing
how British newspapers
reacted to the events I’m
studying for my dissertation.”

ARCHIVES UNBOUND
“My module on the Harlem
Renaissance got me interested
in the struggle for civil rights, in
particular the role the federal
government played. So that’s
what I’m doing my dissertation
on. The FBI files on key civil
rights figures are fascinating,
and I’m using them all the time.”

POSTGRADUATE

ARCHIVES UNBOUND
“For my thesis, I’m really focusing
on the Greensboro Massacre and
the federal response to it. The
papers in Archives Unbound are the
absolute backbone to this project,
and I’ve saved so much time and
money not needing to visit the
original archive.”

GALE ACADEMIC ONEFILE
“Having used the platform for
years, it was a real thrill to
see an article I wrote come
up in the search results!”

A CLOSER LOOK:

HIGH
QUALITY
CONTENT
Empowering students and
researchers to achieve
superior learning and
research outcomes,
Gale Research Complete
offers affordable library
subscription access to the

GALE ACADEMIC
ONEFILE
Unlike alternative resources, Gale Academic OneFile offers
researchers more than 19,500 scholarly journals and the
lowest number of embargoed titles, including over 13,500
peer-reviewed titles and more than 9,500 full-text titles.
Reviewing current full text of The Economist (1988 to present);
the New York Times (1985 to present); and the key newspapers
of record, such as The Times and the Financial Times,
researchers can be confident of a comprehensive literature
review alongside full-text periodicals of major bibliographic
resources, including CINAHL, BIOSIS, MLA, PsycINFO, ERIC,
EconLit, RILM, Web of Science, and modern primary sources,
such as podcasts and transcripts from NPR and CNN.

most comprehensive set of
unique, multidisciplinary, and
authoritative content available
across key primary and
secondary sources. Helping
libraries battle their budget
while maintaining quality

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

The Economist
Accessing The Economist with
no embargo, all users can read
the global weekly analysis of
economics, politics, and social
change the day it’s published.

and depth, Gale is offering
its largest and best-value
single subscription package,
powered by intuitive search
tools that are designed for
today’s visual learner.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Financial Times
Revealing entirely new research, users
can chart the daily impact of events
on world economies and markets, and
track the fortunes of a single company
or industry day by day.

GALE DIRECTORY
LIBRARY

GALE BUSINESS:
INSIGHTS

Gale Directory Library is a platform for e-directories,
allowing researchers to search millions of documents
from 21 of Gale’s most-respected directories. Subjects
include associations and nonprofits, companies and
brands, market share and rankings, scholarships,
genealogy, publications, radio stations, special
libraries, and research centers.

Gale Business: Insights empowers users
with the necessary tools to research
and effectively interpret international
business topics. This valuable resource
combines Gale reference content
with respected business sources and
full-text periodicals to help researchers
gain a broader understanding of the
global nature of today’s business world.

Users can search within a specific directory or across
the entire collection, filter their results, and export
records for further analysis on the content.

POPULAR TITLES INCLUDE:
Associations:
• Encyclopedia of Associations:
National Organizations of the U.S.

Gale Business: Insights users can access
daily updates and more than 440,000
detailed company profiles and in-depth
country and industry overviews to help
them stay current with the ever-changing
business landscape.

• Encyclopedia of Associations: International
Organizations
• Encyclopedia of Associations:
Regional, State, and Local Organizations

Business and Companies:
• Brands and Their Companies
• Business Rankings Annual
• Market Share Reporter
• Ward’s Business Directory of U.S. Private
and Public Companies

Genealogy:
• Biography and Genealogy Master Index
• Passenger and Immigration Lists Index

General Research:
• Gale Directory of Publications and
Broadcast Media
• Scholarships, Fellowships and Loans
• Directory of Special Libraries and
Information Centers
• Research Centers Directory

GALE GENERAL
ONEFILE
Gale General OneFile enables students
to search by subject across a broad
but curated list of general- interest
publications, supplementing knowledge
gained from peer-reviewed journals
with insights from mainstream press,
trade, and industry publications
globally. Gale General OneFile offers
users access to over 14,000 periodicals,
newspapers, reference books, and
multimedia sources, along with more
than 200,000 images, 3,300 audio files,
and thousands of videos. This includes
current content from NPR programs
(from 1990 to present) and links to
thousands of videos from NYTimes.com
and the Associated Press.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

International Directory
of Company Histories
Exploring the history of over 11,000
businesses from their creation to the
present, business management students
can gain insight into the practices that allow
some companies to thrive and others to fail.
This popular series across the world has
nearly 200 volumes in its eBook collection.

GALE EBOOKS
An award-winning eBook platform that meets
student and researcher needs, this is the first
complete package offered that includes all
Gale reference guides, like the International
Directory of Company Histories, and acclaimed
series, such as:
• Encyclopedia of Emerging Markets
• Encyclopedia of Islam and the Muslim World
• History of World Trade since 1450

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Encyclopedia of Islam and the
Muslim World, 2nd edition
Valuable for any Middle Eastern studies
course, this latest edition offers in-depth
articles by international scholars on the
history, religion, culture, and economies of
Muslim societies from the seventh century
to the present day. It includes articles on
contemporary social movements that enrich
students’ understanding of the present
Muslim world.

• Encyclopedia of World Biography
• The Gale Encyclopedia of Medicine
• The Gale Encyclopedia of Science
• New Encyclopedia of Africa

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

GALE LITERATURE
Enabling users to cross-search over 2 million
primary and secondary sources and close to 500
literary journals, this is the world’s largest online
collection of literature, and includes eight of Gale’s
internationally focused literary databases in one
digital environment.

Dictionary of Literary
Biography, vol. 373: Turkish
Novelists since 1960
Students of modern Turkish writing can
discover a 20,000-word scholarly essay on the
life and writing of Nobel Prize winner Orhan
Pamuk. This biocritical essay, written by an
expert scholar from Bilkent University, enriches
students’ research papers by offering in-depth
insights into Pamuk’s life and career and the
reception of his work over time, placing him
in the wider context of world literature in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

Gale Literature comprehensively covers literary
commentary and criticism, biographical
information, overviews and reviews as well as
literary works and scholarly essays, to provide
the context of literary works and the careers of
thousands of authors from all time periods and
literary genres from around the world.

Gale Literature in numbers
CONTENT TYPE

COUNT

Full-text literature criticism

464,000

Author biographies

266,000

Overviews (plot summaries,
work and topic overviews)

30,000

Multimedia content
(website links, audio files etc.)

157,000

Full-text primary sources
(poems, short stories, novels, etc.)

263,000

Book, theater, and movie reviews

1,094,000

TOTAL

2,274,000
items

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Drama Criticism, vol. 17:
“Greece in Cocteau; Cocteau in
Greece,” Cornelia Tsakiridou
In this critical essay, students of twentiethcentury drama can explore the defining
characteristics of the plays of French
playwright Jean Cocteau, in particular his
interest in Greek mythology and culture,
widening their understanding of how
ancient texts can have a profound impact on
contemporary ones.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

FBI File on Watergate
Developed for scholars of the Watergate
scandal and modern American political history,
this resource includes over 8,000 pages of
reports and evidence acquired by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation library, including data
that was gathered in the campaign activities of
the 1972 presidential candidates.

ARCHIVES UNBOUND
Focused enough to become the backbone of
a standout dissertation or thesis, Archives
Unbound is a vast resource, comprising more
than 13 million pages of historical documents,
with coverage from the medieval period to the
new millennium.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

French Mandate in
The Lebanon, 1919–1935
This resource provides a unique view of many
aspects of the administration of the Mandate,
its problems, French control, and Arab
resistance. Researchers have access to over
9,000 pages from the U.S. National Archives
of the correspondence and telegrams of the
American consular post in Beirut.

Varying in document types, the broad options
include government documents, monographs,
newspapers, and correspondence sources
from major research libraries, including
the British Library, U.S. and U.K. National
Archives, and the Library of Congress.
Supporting multidisciplinary research in
history and political science, more than
300 unique primary source collections
have research-area strengths in European
colonialism, Africa and Asia; Native
American studies; Nazism and the Holocaust;
twentieth-century politics and society in the
Gulf and North Africa; Arab-Israeli relations;
and U.S. foreign policy, FBI files, and civil
rights movements.

A CLOSER LOOK:

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY
The databases within Gale Research Complete are built upon intuitive and user-friendly platforms
that feature a range of tools that empower learning and research. The Gale Academic OneFile,
Gale General OneFile, Gale OneFile: News, Gale eBooks, and Gale Literature databases offer:

Collaboration tools – Integrated G Suite for Education and
Microsoft Office 365 tools enable users to share, save, and
download content—including highlights and notes.
On-Demand Translation – Translate Gale content into
40 languages on demand; some include audio as well.
Citation Tools – Integrated directly into the user’s
workflow, formatted citations can be easily imported
from single or multiple documents to services like
EasyBib or NoodleTools. MLA, APA, and Chicago style
citations are supported.

Topic Finder
By grouping commonly
occurring themes, this
tool reveals hidden
connections within
search terms—helping
to shape research by
integrating diverse
content with relevant
information.

Optimized Content – Responsive design fits the
platform to any screen size, on any device.

InterLink – This technology is unique to Gale. It connects periodical
articles in Gale Academic OneFile and Gale General OneFile to the
most-relevant, most-useful results within Gale eBooks, relating
specifically to what users are currently reading.
LMS Integration – Expand access and increase discovery by
allowing researchers to use and embed Gale content within
their learning management system (LMS).

The primary source collections in Archives Unbound can
be accessed through the Gale Primary Sources platform,
and offer a range of benefits:
• Analyze all Gale Primary Sources using Term Frequency
and Term Cluster tools.
• Download optical character recognition (OCR) data to
enable sophisticated analysis in any research software.
• Cross-search with other collections in the Gale Primary
Sources program, including historical newspapers.

Gale Research Complete empowers the discovery of fresh insights
and improved outcomes for students and researchers. By providing
quality research content, powerful search technologies, and
intuitive platforms, Gale Research Complete provides a powerful
research experience for academic libraries.

For more information, visit gale.com/grc
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